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ABSTRACT

We report on the acceleration properties of 329 features in 95 blazar jets from the MOJAVE Very Long Baseline Array program. Nearly half the features and three-quarters of the jets show significant changes in speed and/or direction. In general, apparent speed changes are distinctly larger than changes in direction, indicating that changes in the Lorentz factors of jet features dominate the observed speed changes rather than bends along the line of sight. Observed accelerations tend to increase the speed of features near the jet base, $\lesssim 10^{-2}$ pc projected, and decrease their speed at longer distances. The range of apparent speeds at a fixed distance in an individual jet can span a factor of a few, indicating that shock properties and geometry may influence the apparent motions; however, we suggest that the broad trend of jet features increasing their speed near the origin is due to an overall acceleration of the jet flow out to deprojected distances of the order of $10^3$ pc, beyond which the flow begins to decelerate or remains nearly constant in speed. We estimate intrinsic rates of change of the Lorentz factors in the galaxy frame of the order of $\Gamma / \Gamma_t \sim 10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$, which can lead to total Lorentz factor changes of a factor of a few on the length scales observed here. Finally, we also find evidence for jet collimation at projected distances of $\lesssim 10$ pc in the form of the non-radial motion and bending accelerations that tend to better align features with the inner jet.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The National Radio Astronomy Observatory’s Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)11 has revolutionized the study of powerful extragalactic radio jets associated with active galactic nuclei (AGNs) by allowing highly sensitive, regular observations of the parsec-scale structure and polarization of large samples. The extraordinary resolution of the VLBA combined with the extreme time compression created by the highly relativistic motion beamed along our line of sight allows for study on a human timescale of physical processes spanning centuries in the host galaxy: \( \Delta \gamma_{\text{obs}} = (1 + \gamma)(1 - \cos \theta) \Delta t \), where \( \Delta t_{\text{obs}} \) is the observed time interval, \( \Delta t \) is the time in the host galaxy, \( \beta \) is the speed of the moving jet feature in units of the speed of light, and \( \theta \) is the angle the jet feature makes to our line of sight. This ability to directly observe long timescale processes over the span of a decade is essential for addressing long standing questions about the formation, acceleration, and collimation of AGN jets from the supermassive black hole/accretion disk system (e.g., Meier et al. 2001; Vlahakis & Königl 2004; Sikora et al. 2005; Komissarov 2011).

In recent years, very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) monitoring programs of the parsec-scale structure of powerful extragalactic radio jets have begun to span time baselines that are long enough to directly study the apparent acceleration of large numbers of individual jet features across many jets (Lister et al. 2009b; Homan et al. 2009; Piner et al. 2012). These works extend earlier studies of acceleration in individual jets (e.g., Wardle et al. 1994; Zensus et al. 1995; Gómez et al. 2001; Homan et al. 2003; Jorstad et al. 2004; Savolainen et al. 2006a) or small numbers of jets (Homan et al. 2001; Jorstad et al. 2005; Piner et al. 2007) to allow for the statistical analysis of the patterns in observed acceleration. The MOJAVE program12 (e.g., Lister & Homan 2005; Lister et al. 2009a) is a continuation of the 2 cm Survey (Kellermann et al. 1998, 2004; Zensus et al. 2002; Kovalev et al. 2005), and together they form the longest running VLBI astrophysical monitoring program with continuous observations of many jets. To date, 11 survey papers have been published in the MOJAVE series. Our most recent kinematics results were presented by Lister et al. (2013, hereafter Paper X) for 887 moving features in 200 AGN jets based on observations spanning the period from 1994 August 31 to 2011 May 1. Paper X updated our earlier kinematic and acceleration results presented in Lister et al. (2009b, hereafter Paper VI) and Homan et al. (2009, hereafter Paper VII), extended our time baseline by 4 yr, increased our sample of jet features by

11 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.

12 http://www.astro.purdue.edu/MOJAVE/
nearly 70%, and examined changes in the jet position angle over time and the dispersion in jet feature speed within individual jets.

In this paper, we analyze observed accelerations for the kinematic results presented in Paper X. This work extends the analysis developed in Paper VII by expanding our sample of high quality motions suitable for detailed acceleration study from 203 features in 63 jets to 329 features in 95 jets. We study both parallel accelerations, along the direction of motion, and perpendicular accelerations that change the direction of motion; however, we focus particular attention on the relationship between parallel acceleration and distance from the base of the jet. Paper VII reported that jet features tend to accelerate at short projected distances but decelerate at large distances, suggesting that the jet flow was speeding up near the base and decelerating further out, with a transition region in the range of ~15 pc. In their analysis of 10 yr of observations performed by the global VLBI array for astrometry and geodesy (Petrov et al. 2009), Piner et al. (2012) confirmed the preponderance of positive accelerations found at short distances, but could not confirm the switch to a preponderance of decelerations at larger distances from the core since their sample had too few jet features beyond 15 pc. In addition to revisiting this relationship with much improved data, we also directly examine the relationship between apparent speed and jet distance through the use of speed profiles predicted from the acceleration kinematics fits, and we discuss the implications for changes in the jet Lorentz factor on parsec scales.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relationship between observed accelerations and intrinsic changes in speed and direction of parsec scale jet features. The sample of jet features studied for acceleration is described in Section 3, where we also report the results of our analysis of these data. Section 4 presents a discussion of these results, and our conclusions appear in Section 5. Throughout this paper, we assume a cosmology with \( H_0 = 71 \text{ km s}^{-1} \text{ Mpc}^{-1} \), \( \Omega_\Lambda = 0.73 \), and \( \Omega_M = 0.27 \) (Hinshaw et al. 2009).

2. ACCELERATED MOTION

Here we summarize relationships describing changes in apparent speed of parsec-scale AGN jet features and how those apparent changes relate to changes in intrinsic properties of the jet. A more detailed discussion and derivations of these expressions are given in Paper VII.

The apparent speed on the two-dimensional (2D) sky plane for a jet feature or pattern moving with intrinsic speed \( \beta \) at angle \( \theta \) to the line of sight is given by the following familiar expression:

\[
\beta_{\text{app}} = \frac{\beta \sin \theta}{1 - \beta \cos \theta}.
\]

The intrinsic velocity, \( \beta \), is a vector that can change in speed and/or direction, resulting in apparent changes to the motion in the 2D sky plane. We characterize these apparent changes as accelerations either parallel or perpendicular to the apparent velocity:

\[
\dot{\beta}_{\parallel,\text{app}} = \frac{d\beta_{\parallel,\text{app}}}{dt_{\text{app}}} = \frac{\beta \sin \theta + \beta \dot{\theta} (\cos \theta - \beta)}{(1 - \beta \cos \theta)^3}
\]

and

\[
\dot{\beta}_{\perp,\text{app}} = \frac{d\beta_{\perp,\text{app}}}{dt_{\text{app}}} = \frac{\beta \dot{\phi} \sin \theta}{(1 - \beta \cos \theta)^2},
\]

where \( \beta, \dot{\theta}, \) and \( \dot{\phi} \) are the intrinsic rates of change of the jet feature’s speed, angle to the line of sight, and azimuthal angle of the component’s motion, respectively. Note that the intrinsic velocity vector angles, \( \theta \) and \( \phi \), are the same as those defined in Figure A1 of Paper VII, and that \( \dot{\phi} \) corresponds directly to the observed proper motion vector direction for jet features given in Section 3.

From these expressions, it is clear that parallel accelerations, i.e., speeding up or slowing down along the apparent velocity vector, can be generated either by changes in the intrinsic speed, \( \beta \), or by changes in the angle to the line of sight, \( \theta \), or both. Determining the extent to which intrinsic speed changes can explain the observed accelerations is crucial to their physical interpretation. If all of the observed parallel accelerations are due only to intrinsic changes in speed, at any given time the relative rate of change of the Lorentz factor, \( \Gamma = 1/\sqrt{1 - \beta^2} \), is given by the following expression (Paper VII):

\[
\frac{\dot{\Gamma}}{\Gamma} = \frac{\beta^2 \dot{\beta}_{\parallel,\text{app}}}{\delta^2 \beta_{\text{app}}},
\]

where \( \delta \) is the Doppler factor: \( \delta = 1/(\Gamma (1 - \beta \cos \theta)) \).

However, if all of the intrinsic changes are changes in direction only, i.e., the “bending” of the component trajectory, then apparent parallel accelerations should usually be accompanied by apparent perpendicular accelerations. Indeed, we can use the relative magnitudes of the parallel and perpendicular accelerations to draw statistical conclusions about the prevalence of intrinsic changes in speed in our sample. Paper VII showed that for a parsec-scale flux-density limited sample, like MOJAVE, the parallel accelerations should only be about 60% of the magnitude of the perpendicular accelerations when averaged across the sample if the observed accelerations are due only to intrinsic changes in the direction of motion.

3. DATA AND RESULTS

Paper X presented parsec-scale kinematics results for 887 moving features in 200 AGN jets, including acceleration fits for 557 features with 10 or more epochs of observation. Here we analyze the apparent accelerations of jet features both parallel, \( \mu_\parallel \), and perpendicular, \( \mu_\perp \), to their observed proper motion vector, \( \mu \). As in our original acceleration analysis in Paper VII, we restrict the sample for this paper to those with a proper motion, \( \mu \), of at least 3 \( \sigma \) significance, a known redshift (required for relative acceleration analysis, see below), and an uncertainty of no more than 5° in the misalignment between the average position angle of the feature over time, \( \langle \phi \rangle \), and the direction of its proper motion vector, \( \phi \). This last condition guarantees that the meaning of “parallel” and “perpendicular,” defined relative to the observed proper motion vector, \( \phi \). This last condition guarantees that the meaning of “parallel” and “perpendicular,” defined relative to the observed proper motion vector, is unambiguous. Applying these criteria yields a sample of 329 features in 95 jets suitable for the analysis in this paper, and they are listed in Table 1, along with a summary of their kinematic properties. Paper X includes the full proper motion results, along with plots of their motion, for all of these features.\(^{13}\) It is important to note that we can only confidently measure and compare the acceleration properties of the well-defined, long-lived features

\(^{13}\) Paper X does not report an apparent speed or relative accelerations for 0716 + 714 due to a lack of a spectroscopic redshift. Here we compute results for 0716 + 714 using the redshift estimate, \( z = 0.31 \pm 0.08 \) by Nilsson et al. (2008) based on host galaxy magnitude. Using a different value in the range of \( z = 0.2315 - 0.322 \) given by Danforth et al. (2013) would not change our acceleration results appreciably.
Table 1
Jet Features for Acceleration and Non-radial Motion Analysis

| Source | I.D. | N (mas) | (R) (deg) | dproj (pc) | μ (μas yr⁻¹) | βobs (deg) | φ (deg) | |⟨|(|η| − |⟨| |η|⟩|)⟩| |⟨| |η|⟩|⟩ | μ∥ (μas yr⁻¹) | μ⊥ (μas yr⁻¹) | θ (yr⁻¹) |
|--------|-----|---------|-----------|------------|-------------|------------|---------|----------|-----------------|----------|----------|--------|
| 0003–0066 | 4 | 23 | 6.63 | −74.6 | 32.34 | 80 ± 6 | 1.7 ± 0.1 | −90.3 ± 2.8 | 15.6 ± 2.8 | −24 ± 3 | 10 ± 2 | −0.41 ± 0.06 | 0.17 ± 0.03 |
| 0010+405 | 1 | 10 | 8.18 | −31.3 | 32.26 | 428 ± 40 | 6.9 ± 0.6 | −19.2 ± 4.1 | 12.1 ± 4.1 | −43 ± 69 | 11 ± 53 | −0.13 ± 0.20 | 0.03 ± 0.16 |
| 0016+731 | 1 | 15 | 1.19 | 140.3 | 10.15 | 106 ± 4 | 8.2 ± 0.3 | 163.2 ± 2.2 | 22.8 ± 2.4 | 9 ± 2 | 10 ± 2 | 0.23 ± 0.05 | 0.27 ± 0.05 |
| 0059+581 | 2 | 21 | 1.70 | −116.3 | 11.69 | 168 ± 14 | 6.2 ± 0.5 | −102.0 ± 3.3 | 14.3 ± 3.5 | −16 ± 8 | 8 ± 5 | −0.16 ± 0.08 | 0.08 ± 0.05 |
| 3 | 14 | 0.92 | −124.7 | 6.34 | 185 ± 13 | 6.8 ± 0.5 | −114.9 ± 3.2 | 9.8 ± 3.4 | −83 ± 15 | −16 ± 12 | −0.73 ± 0.14 | −0.14 ± 0.11 |
| 4 | 14 | 0.67 | −157.4 | 4.61 | 154 ± 11 | 5.7 ± 0.4 | −125.1 ± 4.0 | 32.3 ± 4.2 | −2 ± 14 | 12 ± 14 | −0.02 ± 0.15 | 0.13 ± 0.15 |
| 5 | 13 | 0.53 | −163.4 | 3.65 | 154 ± 8 | 8.9 ± 0.3 | −120.8 ± 2.9 | 42.5 ± 3.0 | 103 ± 13 | 61 ± 19 | 0.71 ± 0.09 | 0.42 ± 0.13 |

Notes. Columns are as follows: (1) Source name in B1950 coordinates; (2) Component ID; (3) Number of epochs; (4) Mean radial separation from core in milli-arcseconds (averaged over all epochs); (5) Mean structural position angle in degrees; (6) Mean projected radial distance in parsecs; (7) Angular proper motion in micro-arcseconds per year; (8) Apparent speed in units of the speed of light; (9) Proper motion position angle in degrees; (10) Absolute difference between mean structural position angle and proper motion position angle in degrees; (11) Angular acceleration parallel to the proper motion position angle in micro-arcseconds per year per year; (12) Angular acceleration perpendicular to the proper motion position angle in micro-arcseconds per year per year; (13) Relative parallel acceleration as defined in Section 3; (14) Relative perpendicular acceleration as defined in Section 3.

(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form.)

Table 2
Statistics of Acceleration Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number jet features</td>
<td>329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean magnitude of relative parallel accel.</td>
<td>0.233 yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median magnitude of relative parallel accel.</td>
<td>0.130 yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean magnitude of relative perp. accel.</td>
<td>0.115 yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median magnitude of relative perp. accel.</td>
<td>0.071 yr⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of high parallel accel. (</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of low parallel accel. (</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of high perp. accel. (</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of low perp. accel. (</td>
<td>η</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of non-radial motions with</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Meeting the criteria described above and in Paper X, Jets also exhibit complex behavior, including stationary and transitory features, that may not be captured by the features suitable for the acceleration study. We include a discussion of the complexities in deducing the jet flow behavior from observed features in Section 4.1.2.

To compare accelerations of jet features with different apparent speeds, we use the relative accelerations as defined in Paper VII:

\[ \dot{\eta}_∥ = \dot{\beta}_∥ / \beta_∥ = (1 + z) \dot{\mu}_∥ / \mu, \]

and

\[ \dot{\eta}_⊥ = \dot{\beta}_⊥ / \beta_⊥ = (1 + z) \dot{\mu}_⊥ / \mu. \]

Table 2 summarizes the properties of the acceleration sample as a whole, and the distributions of the parallel and perpendicular relative accelerations are plotted in Figure 1. More than one-third (37%) of the jet features in our sample have significant (≥3σ) parallel accelerations, indicating a change in apparent speed, and nearly a quarter (23%) have significant perpendicular accelerations, indicating a change in direction of apparent motion. Altogether, one-half (50%) of the jet features have one or both kinds of acceleration at the ≥3σ level, and three-quarters of the 95 jets we studied have at least one feature with significant acceleration. In general, parallel accelerations are distinctly larger than perpendicular accelerations, and a Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) test gives a probability of \( P < 10^{-7} (N = 329) \) that they are drawn from the same distribution. The typical magnitude of the observed parallel accelerations is nearly a factor of two larger than the perpendicular accelerations, irrespective of whether the means or the medians are used.
In addition to the directly observed accelerations, we measure the non-radial motion of jet features, comparing their mean structural position angle, \(\langle \theta \rangle\), to their proper motion vector direction, \(\phi\). Non-radial features have a proper motion vector that does not point back to the jet core (see the next subsection). Figure 2 is a histogram of these observed misalignments. Nearly half of our sample (47%) has motion that is significantly non-radial, and one-quarter (26%) of the motions are misaligned by 10° or more.

### 3.1. Parallel Acceleration versus Jet Distance

As we explore in Section 4, the distinctly larger magnitudes of parallel accelerations as compared to perpendicular accelerations indicate that the observed parallel accelerations are more likely to reflect intrinsic changes in the Lorentz factor of propagating features than changes in their angle to the line of sight. In this section, we explore the relationship between significant (\(\geq 3\sigma\)) parallel accelerations and the distance of the feature from the observed base of the jet or "core".

Figure 3 plots the magnitude of positive (blue) and negative (red) parallel accelerations as a function of angular distance along the jet in panels (a) and (b). Panel (a) plots the measured angular accelerations, \(\mu\), directly, and panel (b) plots the relative accelerations, \(\eta\), as defined in Equation (5). Panel (b) shows a trend of decreasing relative accelerations with increasing angular separation up to about \(\langle R \rangle \approx 2\) mas; however, this is an artifact of calculating relative acceleration by dividing out the average angular speed, \(\mu\). Jet features at small average angular separation may have a small \(\mu \approx 2\langle R \rangle / \Delta \text{obs}\), where \(\Delta \text{obs}\) is the time span of our observations. To be measured at the three sigma level, they must have a relative acceleration of at least \(\eta \approx 3\sigma \Delta \text{obs} / 2\langle R \rangle\) where \(\sigma\) is the uncertainty in the measured angular acceleration. Median values for the quantities are \(\sigma = 0.0135\) mas yr\(^{-2}\) and \(\Delta \text{obs} = 7.5\) yr, and the dotted line in panel (b) shows our approximate measurement threshold using these median values. Individual measurements may have smaller values of these quantities separately, but their product, \(\sigma \Delta \text{obs}\), is \(>0.032\) mas yr\(^{-1}\) in 90% of the jet features we studied.

14 We note that NGC 1052 (0238-084) at a redshift of just 0.005 is significantly closer than the other jets in this sample and has projected linear distances that are an order of magnitude smaller. We exclude NGC 1052 jet features at \(<1\) pc from the plots in this section to allow a clearer view of the bulk of the sample, but they are included in our statistics.

We note that this inability to measure small relative accelerations at small angular distances may affect our interpretation of the magnitude of the acceleration at small distances. Panel (c) of Figure 3 plots relative accelerations versus projected linear distance, and we have marked with solid circles those features with \(\langle R \rangle > 2\) mas to help assess the degree to which features at small projected linear distance are dominated by measurements made at small angular distance. There is a thorough mix of features at all projected distances out to \(\sim 15\) pc. In our subsequent discussion of the magnitude of relative acceleration versus projected linear distance, we will try to mitigate any bias due to this effect by also averaging all measured acceleration values, even if they fall below the \(3\sigma\) limit; however, the primary results discussed below are related to the sign of the parallel acceleration as a function of distance, and those results are unaffected.

As found in Paper VII, there is no apparent relationship between the sign of the acceleration and angular distance. We detect no difference between the angular distance distributions of positive and negative parallel accelerations with a K-S test \((P = 0.32, N_+ = 66, N_- = 57)\). However, there is clearly a relationship with projected linear distance, plotted in panel (c) of Figure 3. Jet features are more likely to show positive parallel acceleration (speeding up) near the base of the jet and negative parallel acceleration (slowing down) at larger linear distances from the core. A K-S test shows a probability of \(P = 6 \times 10^{-6}\) \((N_+ = 66, N_- = 57)\) that the distances of the positive and negative accelerations are drawn from the same distribution. The mean projected distances for the positive and negative accelerations are 9.0 pc and 22.5 pc, respectively. It is important to note that for a parsec-scale flux-density limited sample, such as MOJAVE, the range of angles to the line of sight is not large (with the exception of the handful of radio galaxies at low redshift); therefore, any intrinsic trends with distance are not likely to be smeared out by differing jet orientations (Lister & Marscher 1997).

While we argue above and in Section 4 that on average intrinsic changes in the Lorentz factor make a larger contribution to the observed parallel accelerations than changes in their angle to the line of sight, we do not know for any individual feature which type of intrinsic change makes the larger contribution. Observed perpendicular accelerations do give us an indication; however, as we expect that large parallel accelerations due solely to jet bending would be typically accompanied by large perpendicular accelerations as it is unlikely that the bend will be entirely along our line of sight and changes outside of our line of sight are greatly magnified due to projection. Thus, we expect that if we plot only the parallel accelerations for jet features with a large parallel/perpendicular acceleration ratio, we would be more likely to see the effect of Lorentz factor changes than changes to the line of sight.

Figure 4 plots parallel acceleration versus projected linear distance for all the features with a parallel/perpendicular ratio \(>2\) in panel (a) and all of those with a ratio \(<2\) in panel (b). Our expectation is confirmed, as we clearly see a strong relationship between sign of the parallel acceleration and projected linear distance in panel (a) but not in panel (b). For the jet features with a parallel/perpendicular ratio \(>2\), a K-S test shows a probability of \(P = 2 \times 10^{-6}\) \((N_+ = 49, N_- = 39)\) that the distances of the positive and negative accelerations are drawn from the same distribution. The mean distances for the positive and negative accelerations are 8.3 pc and 25.1 pc, respectively. For jet features with a parallel/perpendicular ratio \(<2\), a K-S
Figure 3. Panels (a) and (b) plot significant parallel accelerations (≥3σ) against the average angular distance from the core position in milli-arcseconds. Panel (a) plots measured angular acceleration, $\dot{\mu}_\parallel$, and panel (b) plots relative parallel acceleration, $\dot{\eta}_\parallel$. The dashed and dotted lines in panel (b) indicate estimates for our threshold for measuring large relative accelerations at small angular distance; see Section 3.1. Panel (c) plots the relative parallel acceleration vs. the projected linear distance in parsecs. The solid points indicate features at angular distances of ≥2.0 mas. Note that in panel (c), eight features from NGC 1052 at projected linear distances <1.0 pc are not plotted for clarity; seven of these have positive acceleration, and one has negative acceleration.

Figure 5 is a plot of the jet features in Figure 4(a) broken into low redshift, $z < 0.5$ (panel a), and high redshift, $z \geq 0.5$ (panel b). The difference between positive and negative accelerations shows up in the same manner for both low and high redshift sources and is significant in both cases: $P = 0.003$ ($N_+ = 33$, $N_- = 12$) and $P = 0.01$ ($N_+ = 16$, $N_- = 27$), respectively.

To further evaluate the relationship between parallel acceleration and projected distance, histograms of the distances in Figure 4(a) are given in the first two panels of Figure 6. Panel (c) of Figure 6 is a histogram of projected distances for features with no apparent parallel or perpendicular acceleration. The distance histogram of features with no apparent acceleration is similar to the distance histogram for features with negative parallel acceleration, but both clearly differ from the histogram of features with positive parallel acceleration. The bottom panel, (d), of Figure 6 shows the average relative parallel acceleration...
acceleration in each distance bin for the features plotted in the three histograms above. The average relative acceleration decreases with distance from large positive values at very short projected distances to progressively smaller averages, until the average acceleration switches sign beyond 10 pc, where it takes on modest values up to $-0.2 \, \text{yr}^{-1}$.

3.2. Perpendicular Acceleration versus Proper Motion Misalignment

Here we explore the relationship between observed perpendicular acceleration and apparent misalignment between the proper motion vector direction, $\phi$, and the mean structural position angle of the jet feature, $\langle \vartheta \rangle$. Jet features that have a significant mis-alignment between their proper motion vector and structural position angle have non-ballistic motion, and therefore, we expect that they have experienced perpendicular accelerations that have changed their trajectory since being ejected from the base of the jet.

Figure 7 shows histograms of the magnitude of the proper motion mis-alignment with respect to the mean structural position angle of the jet feature for two types of jet features. Panel (a) includes features with small perpendicular accelerations, $|\dot{\eta}_\perp| + 2\sigma \leq 0.1$, and Panel (b) includes features with large perpendicular accelerations, $|\dot{\eta}_\perp| - 2\sigma > 0.1$. The two distributions clearly differ ($P < 10^{-8}$) with large perpendicular accelerations much more likely to be linked with large misalignments; however, it is noteworthy that some jet features with

---

**Figure 4.** Relative parallel accelerations, $\ddot{\eta}_\parallel$ for all jet features with $\geq 3\sigma$ parallel accelerations plotted against average projected linear distance from the core position in parsecs. Features with parallel to perpendicular acceleration ratios of $\geq 2.0$ are plotted in panel (a), and features with ratios $< 2.0$ are plotted in panel (b). Eight features from NGC 1052 at projected distances $< 1.0$ pc do not appear in the plots for clarity; seven of those have positive acceleration, and one has negative acceleration.
small perpendicular accelerations do have large misalignment angles, perhaps because they experienced acceleration prior to our monitoring period.

Figure 8 plots relative perpendicular acceleration versus proper motion misalignment angle\(^{15}\) for all jet features with both significant perpendicular acceleration and significant non-radial motion. Positive perpendicular acceleration will tend to increase \(\phi\) over time, so the observed accelerations are overwhelmingly (52 out of 59 features) in the correct direction to have caused the observed misaligned motion.

Knowing that observed perpendicular accelerations cause the observed misaligned motions does not tell us why the features are changing direction to become non-radial. Kellermann et al. (2004) showed that the non-radial motion of jet features tends to be in the direction of the downstream emission, suggesting that jets follow pre-established channels of flow. This result was confirmed in Paper VII. Here we examine the relationship with upstream emission as defined by the mean inner jet position angle. In Paper X, we calculated the mean inner jet position angle by averaging all CLEAN components in the radio map between radii of 0.15 and 1.0 mas from the optically thick core feature near the base of the jet. This calculation was performed for all epochs, resulting in a circular mean and standard deviation.

\(^{15}\) Note the convention \(\phi - \langle \vartheta \rangle\) is the opposite of that chosen in Figure 10 in Paper VII; however, this sign definition simplifies the discussion.
Figure 6. Histograms of projected linear distance for jet features with positive parallel accelerations (panel (a)), negative parallel accelerations (panel (b)), and no apparent acceleration (panel (c)). Panels (a) and (b) only include features with parallel accelerations significant at the $\geq 3\sigma$ level and with parallel to perpendicular acceleration ratios $\geq 2.0$. Panel (c) selects features with no significant acceleration and robustly small parallel and perpendicular accelerations defined by $|\dot{\eta}_\parallel/\sigma| < 1$. Note that seven features from NGC 1052 at projected linear distances $< 1.0$ pc are not plotted in the above three panels for clarity; four of these have positive acceleration, one has negative acceleration, and two have no apparent acceleration. In Panel (d), solid diamonds show the unweighted average of the relative parallel accelerations in each projected distance bin for the features plotted in the above panels. Open diamonds give the average acceleration in each projected distance bin using all features in Table 1, regardless of the significance level of the acceleration measurement.

for the inner jet position angle for each source. We note that, as described in Paper X, mean inner jet position angles were not available for all sources in our sample due to insufficient time coverage or number of epochs, core identification uncertainty, counter-jet emission, or highly curved jet structure within 1 mas of the core. Note that the circular standard deviation in the jet position angle is mainly due to the variability in jet position angle over time as newly emitted jet features emerge at different position angles (Paper X).

In Figure 9, we plot both the non-radial motion misalignment angle and relative perpendicular acceleration against the offset between the first epoch structural position angle of a jet feature, $\theta_{\text{first}}$, and the mean of the inner jet position angle, JetPA. Our key question is whether jet features that start out with a large offset between their structural position angle and the mean inner jet position angle experience kinematics that tend to bring them into better alignment with the inner jet position angle. We define a ‘large offset’ to be a first epoch structural position angle that is more than one standard deviation from the mean inner jet position angle, where the circular standard deviation is computed for the set of inner jet position angles across all epochs in which that source was observed. It is also important that we only consider jet features with mean angular distance $\langle R \rangle \geq 2.0$ mas to avoid the possibility that the jet feature we are studying contributes significantly to the mean of the inner jet position angle.\footnote{Including those features with $\langle R \rangle < 2.0$ mas, strengthens the statistical relationships we find, but this may be an artifact of those features moving toward their own mean position.}

Both the observed non-radial motions and perpendicular accelerations have a strong tendency to be in the correct direction to move the jet feature toward the direction of the mean inner jet position angle, indicating that some sort of collimating effect prevents features from moving along a ballistic trajectory. The odds of at least 35 out of 46 non-radial motions and 16 out of 21 perpendicular accelerations having this tendency by pure chance are $P = 0.00027$ and $P = 0.013$, respectively.
Figure 7. Histograms of the magnitude of the misalignment angle, $|\langle \varphi \rangle - \vartheta|$, for jet features with small perpendicular accelerations (panel (a)) of $|\dot{\eta}_\perp| + 2\sigma < 0.1$ and those with large perpendicular acceleration (panel (b)) of $|\dot{\eta}_\perp| - 2\sigma > 0.1$.

Figure 8. Plot of relative perpendicular acceleration, $\dot{\eta}_\perp$, vs. the non-radial motion misalignment angle for jet features with $\geq 3\sigma$ significant perpendicular acceleration and non-radial motion. Of the 59 features plotted, 52 have acceleration in the correct direction to have caused the observed misalignment (i.e., they are located in the first and third quadrants).

As a diagnostic of this relationship, Figure 10 plots each of the jet features in Figure 9(a) at their first epoch position with an arrow indicating the direction of their velocity vector. Jet features from different sources are included on the plot by using projected linear distance in parsecs and rotating the position angles to place the mean inner jet position angle of each source along the x-axis in the figure. The inset of Figure 10 clearly shows that the tendency for jet features to experience motions that move them toward better alignment with the mean inner jet position angle is very strong for features at small projected linear distance. Almost all (16 out of 17) features plotted in the inset have this tendency; however, for jet features first observed at larger distances, the tendency is much weaker (19 out 29) and more consistent with pure chance. At these larger projected distances, jets may have already experienced bends, and those jet features may be following the bends as indicated in Kellermann et al. (2004) and Paper VII.

4. DISCUSSION

We find that apparent accelerations in the motion of jet features are common, with approximately half of the motions we studied showing significant accelerations parallel and/or perpendicular to their velocity vector. We find at least one significantly accelerating feature in three-quarters of the blazar jets in our sample. Parallel accelerations, indicating changes in apparent speed, are a factor of two times larger on average
than perpendicular accelerations associated with changes in direction. This confirms our result from Paper VII, also verified by Piner et al. (2012), that parallel accelerations cannot be the result of jet bending alone.

As demonstrated in Paper VII and summarized in Section 2, changes in jet direction can change the apparent speed of jet features; however, due to projection effects, we expect to see even larger changes in velocity direction on the sky (i.e., perpendicular accelerations). From the beaming characteristics of a typical parsec-scale flux-density limited sample, Paper VII showed that parallel accelerations due to bending alone should be only 60% of the magnitude of the accompanying perpendicular accelerations. Here we see almost the opposite ratio, with parallel accelerations nearly a factor of two times the magnitude of perpendicular accelerations. While for any given jet feature, we cannot confidently ascribe an apparent parallel acceleration to a change in the Lorentz factor; we conclude that, on average, changes in the Lorentz factors of jet features dominate the observed parallel accelerations.

4.1. Lorentz Factor versus Jet Distance

Paper VII reported an overall tendency for jet features with positive parallel acceleration to be at smaller projected linear distances than jet features with negative parallel acceleration, with a fuzzy break between positive and negative acceleration occurring at $\sim 15$ pc. Piner et al. (2012) confirmed the tendency for a dominance of positive accelerations at short projected distances $<15$ pc, but their smaller sample, focused on compact sources, did not allow them to measure the acceleration of more than a few features beyond this distance. In an earlier, smaller study of $\gamma$-ray blazars at 43 GHz, Jorstad et al. (2005) reported accelerations in 9 of the 15 jets they studied, and these tended to be positive parallel accelerations near the base of the jets, although they could not determine whether the observed accelerations were due to changes in intrinsic speed or the direction of the jet features.

Figures 3 through 6 explore this relationship and we clearly confirm the tendency for jet features with positive parallel acceleration (speeding up) to appear at shorter projected linear distances than jet features with negative parallel acceleration (slowing down), with much better statistics than we achieved in Paper VII. It is noteworthy that Figure 3(b) shows no relationship if the accelerations are plotted against angular distance, the direct observable in our maps and motion fitting, thus ruling out simple observational biases. Projected linear distance depends on source redshift, so we also investigated this relationship in both low and high redshift groups (Figure 5) and found that it holds in both separately.

Figure 4 tests this relationship as a function of the parallel/perpendicular acceleration ratio. As discussed above, accelerations of jet features with high parallel/perpendicular ratios are expected to be more likely to be due to changes in the Lorentz factor. If this is true and if the relationship with jet distance is due to changes in the Lorentz factor, we would expect the relationship with jet distance to be stronger for jet features with a high parallel/perpendicular ratio, and that is precisely what we found.

Finally, Figure 6 compares these high parallel/perpendicular ratio accelerating features to each other and to a set of features that we can be confident have little, if any, apparent acceleration. Jet features with positive parallel acceleration are clearly at smaller projected distances than negatively accelerating features or features with no apparent acceleration; however, features with negative apparent acceleration do not appear to differ in their distance distribution from jet features with no apparent acceleration. The final panel of Figure 6 shows the average acceleration in each distance bin and clearly indicates a decrease from strong positive acceleration at short distances to slightly negative acceleration at distances $\gtrsim 10$ pc.

Equation (4) allows us to estimate the relative change in the Lorentz factor in the galaxy frame under the assumption that all of the observed relative acceleration is due to Lorentz factor changes. If $\Gamma$ is sufficiently greater than unity, then $\beta \approx 1$ and $\Gamma_{\text{factor}} \approx \eta_{\beta}/\delta^2$. The average positive relative accelerations range from 0.1 to 1.0 yr$^{-1}$ for projected distances $\gtrsim 10$ pc in Figure 6(d). Assuming Doppler factors of an order of $\delta \sim 10$, the implied positive acceleration in the core region falls in the range $\Gamma_{\text{factor}} \approx 10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ in the galaxy frame. Due to our detection of several rapidly accelerating features at small projected distances, the rates of change estimated above are up to an order of magnitude larger than those estimated in Paper VII and found by Piner et al. (2012) in their sample.

It is important to note that while rates of intrinsic change in range $\Gamma_{\text{factor}} \approx 10^{-3}$ to $10^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ may seem modest, they are acting over very long periods of time in the frame of the AGN host galaxy where a decade of observed time in our frame may span centuries. A jet feature at a projected distance of $10$ pc actually lies $\sim 10^5$ pc from the nucleus, assuming a typical order of magnitude deprojection factor in a highly beamed jet. This large deprojected distance indicates that the process of acceleration of features in the jet flow may span hundreds of years.
light years in the source frame. As we show in Section 4.1.1, the observed accelerations are in many cases sufficient to double or triple the apparent speed of a moving feature during our observations, suggesting a corresponding change in the Lorentz factor of the same order.

Beyond projected distances of ~10 pc, jet features are more likely to show negative acceleration or no detectable acceleration with average observed accelerations in the range of 0.0 to −0.2 yr−1 corresponding to source frame Lorentz factors that decrease at a rate of Γ′/Γ ∼ −10^{-3} yr^{-1}. As discussed in Paper VII, Lorentz factor decreases of this magnitude would completely decelerate jets before they reach scales of tens of hundreds of kiloparsecs; however, Lorentz factor decreases brought about by interaction with the interstellar medium would be expected to decrease in magnitude with distance from the center of the galaxy.

### 4.1.1. Apparent Speed versus Distance

Measurements of apparent speeds of different jet features in the same source have been used as evidence that jets show positive acceleration on parsec scales, with features at small projected distances appearing to be slower than features found further away (Krichbaum et al. 1998; Cotton et al. 1999; Homan et al. 2001; Piner et al. 2007; Britzen et al. 2008; Piner et al. 2012). Paper X reported a general trend of increasing apparent speed with distance down the jet for radio galaxies and BL Lac objects. Plots of apparent speed versus distance in M87 by Meyer et al. (2013) and Asada et al. (2014) show increasing apparent speed out to projected linear distances of ~70 pc at HST-1 and decreasing apparent speed at larger distances. Note that the deprojection factor for M87 is only a factor of two to four assuming a viewing angle in the range of 15°–25° (Acciari et al. 2009), so the deprojected transition from increasing speed to constant or decreasing speed occurs at ~10^2 pc, consistent with our estimates in the previous section.

In this section, we discuss plots of apparent speed versus projected linear distance which include speed profiles for our accelerating jet features. A speed profile is simply a plot of our best-fit accelerating kinematic model to show the apparent speed of the feature as a function of projected linear distance down the jet. We show these speed profiles only for the inner 60% of our observed time range to avoid inadequate extrapolation of the instantaneous speeds deduced from our kinematic models beyond the point where they are well supported by the data.

Figure 11 shows individual source plots for all 33 jets which have at least four jet features suitable for acceleration analysis in this paper. Speed profiles are only plotted for features showing significant parallel and/or perpendicular acceleration. Other jet features studied in this paper without significant acceleration are plotted as solid squares, and we have included all of the remaining robust features from Paper X as open circles. The apparent speed distribution has the largest values in the range of 40–50c at a projected linear distance of ~10 pc.

### 4.1.2. Lorentz Factors, Shocks, and the Jet Flow

The Lorentz factors described above are for the moving jet features, and they may not represent the Lorentz factor of the flow directly. Propagating shocks, proposed to explain both variability and VLBI jet features, are expected to travel at a different speed from flow (e.g., Hughes et al. 1985; Marscher & Gear 1985), and fast forward moving shocks can appear to move at two to three times the speed of the flow (Cohen et al. 2014; Aller et al. 2014). Agudo et al. (2001) show that a piston driven shock, where there is an injection of new material into the flow with a higher than usual Lorentz factor, will produce a leading moving feature that is nearly at the speed of the higher Lorentz factor; however, it will also generate a number of slower, trailing shocks that appear to accelerate with the underlying background flow. The picture is further complicated if one considers the three-dimensional effects of ejections of new moving features at multiple position angles (Aloy et al. 2003). Therefore, a range of shock strengths and types, along with changes in the injection speed or direction of new material, could plausibly account for the dispersion we see in jet feature speeds at a given distance in a jet.

A traveling shock can change its speed if the underlying conditions in the jet change, it dissipates its energy, or it interacts with other propagating disturbances in the flow. To produce the broad trends we see for accelerating features increasing their speed at small distances and decreasing their speed at large distances, a wide range of shock types and strengths across many features and sources would need to change their speed in a similar fashion over time and distance in the jet. Given that shock speeds in the flow are added relativistically to the flow speed to determine the apparent speed of a moving feature, a natural common thread for a diversity of shock types and strengths is the flow speed itself, as illustrated by the trailing shocks in the numerical simulation of Agudo et al. (2001). We suggest that the acceleration of the flow itself is responsible for the broad trends we observe, and that the jet flow acceleration region extends out to deprojected distances of the order of 10^2 pc, beyond which the flow begins to decelerate or remains constant.
Figure 11. Plots of apparent speed vs. projected linear distance for all sources with four or more jet features in Table 1. Features with significant acceleration are plotted as linear projections of their fitted motion with 1σ uncertainties defined by the upper and lower dashed lines. Features without significant accelerations are plotted as solid squares at the projected location of the midpoint of their motion. The apparent proper motion of other robust features from Paper X are plotted as open circles.
4.2. Non-radial Motions and Jet Collimation

Non-radial motions, or motions that do not extrapolate back to the jet origin, comprise approximately half of our sample, indicating that jet features often do not follow ballistic trajectories. Observed perpendicular accelerations are almost always in the correct direction to have caused the non-radial motion in that feature; however, we note that some jet features have non-radial motions without significant perpendicular acceleration. These features without detectable perpendicular
acceleration, or the few with perpendicular acceleration in the wrong direction, may have experienced earlier periods of bending that changed their direction of motion prior to our observations.

Earlier work has shown that non-radial jet features typically have their direction of motion rotated to better align with downstream emission (Kellermann et al. 2004; and Paper VII), indicating that the jet is following pre-established channels and jet features move around the bends (Kellermann et al. 2004). In Section 3.2, we investigate the relationship between non-radial motion and upstream emission, specifically the mean inner jet position angle. We find that jet features that start out with a structural position offset from the mean inner jet direction tend to experience kinematics which will bring them into better alignment. This tendency of the motions to better align with the mean inner jet direction is strongest for jet features at small projected distances, ≲10 pc from the core region, suggesting that active collimation of the flow continues out to similar distances as the acceleration discussed in the previous section, i.e., ∼10^2 pc deprojected. A connection between acceleration and collimation of the flow is expected in magnetic acceleration models which can continue to operate at large distances from the jet origin (e.g., Vlahakis & Königl 2004; Komissarov et al. 2007; Lyubarsky 2009). Helical magnetic fields required by these models are suggested by a growing body of observational evidence from Faraday rotation (e.g., Asada et al. 2002, 2010; Gabuzda et al. 2004; Hovatta et al. 2012; Zamaninasab et al. 2013; Gabuzda et al. 2014).

In a pure conically expanding flow, jet features would be free to move ballistically, so our result suggests that the jet width, W_j, is expanding less rapidly than W_j ∝ r, unless jet features at large initial position angles have helical streaming motions that only make them appear to return toward the jet axis (e.g., Hardee et al. 2005). Only partial helical trajectories for individual features have been observed to date (e.g., Savolainen et al. 2006b; Molina et al. 2014), and the wavelength of any such motion would have to be tuned to match the length scales observed here. Collimation of the jet itself is consistent with structural studies of M87, which show an edge-brightened jet (Junor et al. 1999; Kovalev et al. 2007) with an opening angle that narrows with distance from the core (Junor et al. 1999). Asada & Nakamura (2012) and Hada et al. (2013) find W_j ∝ r^{0.6} for M87, and Nagai et al. (2014) find a more rapid collimation profile in 3C 84 of W_j ∝ r^{0.25}. We note that Asada & Nakamura (2012) report that the jet of M87 maintains parabolic streamlines out to the location of HST-1 at a deprojected location of ∼10^2 pc where the maximum apparent speeds are observed, as discussed above.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed acceleration and other kinematic data for 329 jet features in 95 sources. Our main findings are as follows.

1. Accelerations and non-ballistic trajectories are common in the motions of jet features. Significant parallel accelerations, indicating a change in speed, occur in 37% of the jet features in our sample, and nearly a quarter (23%) have significant perpendicular accelerations indicating a change in direction. Nearly half (47%) of our sample show significant non-radial motion that does not extrapolate back to the jet origin.

2. In general, parallel accelerations are distinctly larger than perpendicular accelerations. The typical magnitudes of parallel accelerations are nearly a factor of two times the perpendicular accelerations, indicating that, on average, changes to the Lorentz factors of jet features dominate the observed parallel accelerations.

3. Parallel accelerations tend to be positive near the jet base, at short projected distance, and negative at longer distances. The transition between speeding up and slowing down seems to occur at roughly 10–20 pc projected distance, with significant scatter. Plots of apparent speed versus distance confirm this broad relationship both for the entire sample and in individual sources, but again with significant scatter. It is not uncommon for the range of apparent speeds at a fixed distance in an individual jet to span a factor of two to three, indicating that a diversity of shock strengths and types may play a role in determining the apparent motions of different features in the same jet. We argue that while different types of shocks may explain the diversity of speeds at a given distance, they cannot easily explain the overall trends of individual features speeding up and slowing down across time and distance in the jet. We suggest that the common thread that produces this trend is an overall acceleration of the jet flow out to deprojected distances of the order of 10^2 pc, beyond which the flow begins to decelerate or remains constant in speed.

4. For a typical Doppler beaming factor of $\delta \sim 10$, we estimate the implied Lorentz factor changes of accelerating jet features fall in the range of $\Gamma / \Gamma_0 \approx 10^{-3} \sim 10^{-2}$ yr$^{-1}$ in the host galaxy rest frame. While rates of change of this order may appear small, they act over very long periods of time. A typical decade-long observation may correspond to centuries in the host galaxy due to the extreme time compression created by motion near our line of sight. As our plotted speed profiles show, these intrinsic rates of change are sufficient to change apparent speeds by factors of two to three in many cases, indicating total Lorentz factor changes of a similar magnitude.

5. The non-radial motion and perpendicular accelerations of jet features that start out with large offsets from the mean inner jet direction are typically in the correct direction to better align those features with the inner jet direction. This connection between directional changes and upstream emission is strongest for jet features at small linear distances, $\lesssim 10$ pc projected, indicating that the jet is still becoming collimated on length scales similar to the observed acceleration. However, we note that motion along helical stream lines for individual jet features could reproduce this result while still allowing the jet envelope to expand conically, although conical expansion was not observed in structural studies of the nearby jets M87 or 3C 84 (e.g., Asada & Nakamura 2012; Nagai et al. 2014).
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